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Abstract

One of the major concerns in an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) scenario, such as that which may be found on
a long-distance train service, is the provision of efficient communication services, satisfying users’ expectations, and
fulfilling even highly demanding application requirements, such as safety-oriented services. In an ITS scenario, it is
common to have a significant amount of onboard devices that comprise a cluster of nodes (a mobile network) that
demand connectivity to the outside networks. This demand has to be satisfied without service disruption.
Consequently, the mobility of the mobile network has to be managed. Due to the nature of mobile networks, efficient
and lightweight protocols are desired in the ITS context to ensure adequate service performance. However, the
security is also a key factor in this scenario. Since the management of the mobility is essential for providing
communications, the protocol for managing this mobility has to be protected. Furthermore, there are safety-oriented
services in this scenario, so user application data should also be protected. Nevertheless, providing security is
expensive in terms of efficiency. Based on this considerations, we have developed a solution for managing the
network mobility for ITS scenarios: the NeMHIP protocol. This approach provides a secure management of network
mobility in an efficient manner. In this article, we present this protocol and the strategy developed to maintain its
security and efficiency in satisfactory levels. We also present the developed analytical models to analyze quantitatively
the efficiency of the protocol. More specifically, we have developed models for assessing it in terms of signaling cost,
which demonstrates that NeMHIP generates up to 73.47% less signaling compared to other relevant approaches.
Therefore, the results obtained demonstrate that NeMHIP is the most efficient and secure solution for providing
communications in mobile network scenarios such as in an ITS context.
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1 Introduction
The rapid progress in wireless communication standards
and networking technologies has made it easier to pro-
vide communication services with increasing demands in
sophisticated scenarios such as entire moving networks,
where continuous and optimal Internet access is required.
An example of such a scenario is an Intelligent Trans-
portation System (ITS) as illustrated in Figure 1.

From a communications point of view, a vehicle in the
ITS context is regarded as a mobile network. Figure 1
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shows a vehicle in the ITS context equipped with sev-
eral nodes, called mobile network nodes (MNNs). These
MNNs communicate with correspondent nodes (CNs)
located in an outside network, typically, on the Inter-
net. These communications are commonly managed by an
entity known as a Mobile Router (MR), which functions
as the anchor point to the Internet of the mobile network
(see Figure 1 for more details). The use of an MR to man-
age all the communications between the vehicle and the
outside network reduces the signaling cost and the over-
all management complexity. In this context, the MR is in
charge of managing the mobility of the entire network.
This mobility management has a twofold goal: to provide
continuous communication without service disruption
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Figure 1 The ITS context.

due to mobility events; and to allow reachability of MNNs
in the vehicle from any point on the Internet.

MNNs can be onboard user devices or devices in charge
of controlling and monitoring the operation of the vehi-
cle or end user devices such as smartphones or laptops.
Such devices demand anytime-anywhere connectivity to
the Internet. Moreover, Internet-based applications are
considered beneficial for safety, and fundamental for non-
safety purposes [1], and as such, MNNs should be reach-
able from the Internet. In fact, Internet provisioning not
only provides support for diverse services for travelers and
the crew, but also improves onboard diagnostic systems
that support ITS operational services.

In this scenario where there will be a wide variety of
applications, new protocols and procedures to be intro-
duced have to be efficient and support the requirements
those applications impose. Therefore, efficiency in terms
of signaling cost of the network mobility management
procedure enhances the performance of user applica-
tions, while facilitating the introduction of future net-
work services and thus, a successful penetration of ITS

technologies. The efficiency becomes even more critical
with the presence of wireless links, as is the case with
mobile networks and an ITS scenario, because in wireless
links both the bandwidth and communication resources
are generally limited.

Another essential aspect that has to be addressed by
the protocols to be introduced in the ITS context is the
security support. ITS operational services include data
related to the operation and control of the vehicle’s engine
and machinery, and so, these data are considered criti-
cal for the correct operation of the vehicle. If security
attacks, such as misconfigurations of the machinery of
the vehicles, erroneous acquisition of the control informa-
tion of the vehicles, problems in the remote control of the
engines, bogus information provisioning from an outside
network are prone to occur, safety could be at stake.

To ensure the required security level in an ITS scenario,
not only user data, but also the network mobility man-
agement process itself must be protected to guarantee
the required security properties. If the network mobil-
ity management procedures are not secured, ongoing
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communication could be broken, the establishment of
new communication could be prevented, or the mobile
network could be isolated.

Although the MIPv6-based NEMO BS [2] solution is
the standardized solution for managing network mobility,
it presents shortcomings which are detailed in Section 2.
To overcome these shortcomings, other solutions exist,
which assume alternative protocols to MIPv6 such as the
Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [3], which is known to be the
most complete protocol because it addresses security and
mobility management while also providing optimal rout-
ing. As a result, we have designed an efficient and secure
network mobility management protocol based on HIP for
ITS scenarios, the NeMHIP protocol. In this article, we
introduce the NeMHIP protocol and describe the devel-
oped model for analytically evaluating the efficiency of our
approach and demonstrate that the introduction of secu-
rity features does not penalize the efficiency. Furthermore,
we have compared obtained results with other approaches
that also consider HIP to cover network mobility, posi-
tioning our solution. Obtained results show that NeMHIP
is a lightweight approach and a suitable solution to be
applied in the ITS context, while providing the desired
level of security.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the most relevant approaches pro-
posed thus far for addressing network mobility scenar-
ios. Based on this overview, in Section 3 we present
our approach, NeMHIP, which is designed to efficiently
and securely manage network mobility in ITS scenarios.
Section 4 describes the analytical models developed and
the assessment conducted to demonstrate that NeMHIP
fully satisfies the efficiency requirement of the ITS context
because the generated signaling cost over the wireless link
is reduced compared with that of other approaches [4]. In
Section 5, we present our concluding remarks.

2 Related study
Currently, NEMO BS (RFC 3963) is the solution adopted
by the ETSI and ISO standardization bodies to support
network mobility. It is based on MIPv6 and provides ses-
sion continuity to every node located within the mobile
network when the network moves. It also ensures that
every onboard node is always reachable from the Internet.

In the NEMO BS protocol, it is assumed that the mobile
network has a Home Network, where it resides when it is
not moving. Since the moving network is part of the Home
Network, its addressing structure is part of the address
block assigned to the Home Network. In addition, the
MR has a unique Home Address configured from a prefix
advertised by its Home Agent (HA).

In NEMO BS, signaling messages for managing the
mobility are exchanged with the HA, instead of directly
with a node (the CN). Furthermore, data packets with

a destination within the mobile network traverse the
HA and vice versa. This type of routing is called dog-
leg routing and is considered to be suboptimal, because
packets travel over longer paths resulting in higher
delays than necessary. Because of this, several approaches
have been released to provide route optimization (RO).
In RO schemes, packets do not traverse the HA, but
are exchanged following an optimal path between the
CN and MR.

Owing to the need of both efficiency and security sup-
port in the ITS context, the simultaneous introduction of
both RO and security support is required. Nevertheless,
this is the most challenging scenario because a secure rela-
tionship between the MR and CN cannot be assumed a
priori. On the one hand, solutions addressing this problem
have proposed add-ons to the NEMO BS protocol, result-
ing in a conglomeration of procedures and frameworks
that are complex to manage. On the other hand, there are
solutions also based on NEMO BS that rely on exchanging
information between the CN and MR traversing the HA
to guarantee security. Besides the lack of a preestablished
security association (SA) between the MR and CN, the
use of IP addresses to identify and locate a node is also a
major concern. Furthermore, IP addresses are commonly
used in the definition of security policies. Consequently, in
a mobile scenario where IP addresses change constantly,
this issue becomes an even greater problem.

Apart from the solutions based on NEMO BS, another
wave of proposals exist aimed at enhancing the draw-
backs of the NEMO BS protocol by considering alternative
mobility management protocols, such as Session Initia-
tion Protocol, LIN6, or HIP. These mobility management
protocols aim to address the shortcomings of NEMO BS
from the outset. Of the aforementioned alternatives, HIP
is the only solution that solves the suboptimal routing
problem while providing a complete security framework
in the defined mobility management procedures. There-
fore, we have focused on HIP to design an efficient and
secure network management protocol.

The cornerstone of HIP is separating a node’s location
and identifier by introducing a new cryptographic names-
pace (public–private key pair) known as the Host Identity
Tag (HIT), to identify the nodes. Therefore, HIP can be
seen as a new layer between the network and transport
layers, which maintains the mapping between a node’s
identifier and its location. The HIP protocol defines a
handshake to establish SAs. Once SAs have been estab-
lished, the IPsec Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)
protocol is adopted to transport data securely. There-
fore, two different security planes can be distinguished:
(1) security properties related to the HIP signaling itself
(signaling plane); and (2) security features required for
data transport (data plane). Overall security functionali-
ties include mutual authentication achieved by means of
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the Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC),
integrity protection also achieved through the HMAC
field and data confidentiality protection achieved through
the IPsec ESP.

HIP also defines how to update the SAs; i.e., the proto-
col addresses rekeying and mobility needs. This update is
achieved by means of a handshake called UPDATE, with
its major goals being to notify the new location of the node
(new IP address) and/or request new keys when necessary.

The provision of network mobility support based on
HIP is not straightforward because HIP is built over an
end-to-end paradigm. In this context, one of the main
issues is manageability. Independently managing all end-
to-end associations between MNNs and CNs results in
increased complexity and significant cost. For this reason,
the HIP-based network mobility management solutions
proposed thus far [4-6] are based on the delegation of
signaling rights concept [7]. This concept refers to the
procedure in which a node authorizes another node to
perform signaling procedures on its behalf. In a net-
work mobility scenario, the MNNs delegate their signal-
ing rights to the MR, to reduce the signaling cost and
improve manageability. Therefore, the MR is in charge
of managing the rekeying agreements on behalf of the
MNNs. This approach presents security vulnerabilities
when ensuring the secrecy of information that should not
be revealed to third parties. Furthermore, the CN veri-
fies that the MR is authorized to send signaling messages
on behalf of the MNN by means of checking the autho-
rization ticket and the end-to-end key provided in the
delegation of signaling rights process. However, it does
not authenticate the MR, and since the MNN cannot
deny the MR the permission to further give the autho-
rization ticket not it can prevent from distributing the
key used in the MNN–CN authentication process, a dis-
honest node could end up having the needed data to
mount attacks on the mobility management process. As
a result, the ongoing communications could be broken
and new communications could not be established with
onboard nodes. In addition, the keys agreed upon are used
not only to protect the signaling plane, but also the data
plane (IPsec ESP), and thus, if these keys are compro-
mised, confidentiality and integrity of the data could also
be endangered.

On the other hand, in an ITS context it is common
to have different wireless access technologies deployed.
Therefore, the mobility of the mobile network may result
in access technology changes (vertical handovers). As a
result of these technology changes, path characteristics
such as throughput, link delay, and so on may vary dras-
tically. In HIP, IPsec ESP is used to protect data and the
ESP anti-replay window is mandatory [8]. Variations in
the above-mentioned path characteristics together with
the packet loss inherent in a handover process may result

in receiving packets over the new communication access
technology with sequence numbers outside the ESP anti-
replay window, and consequently, packet discards. As a
result, it is critical to rekey the associations whenever a
handover occurs [9].

The demand of being MNNs oblivious to mobility
events to simplify the handover procedures comes face-
to-face with the need to rekey the end-to-end association
when a mobility event that results in changing the IP
address occurs. Since MNNs do not know that a mobil-
ity event has happened, they will not rekey the end-to-end
associations, and so, security vulnerabilities related to
mobility would still be present. A straightforward solution
would be to inform the MNNs to conduct end-to-end SA
updates, but this would result in an unmanageable signal-
ing cost; i.e., the advantages of delegating signaling rights
would be lost.

In this context, we have defined the NeMHIP protocol,
which solves the problem of rekeying whenever a mobil-
ity event takes place and manages the end-to-end SAs
without significantly increasing the signaling cost.

3 The NeMHIP network mobility management
protocol

The NeMHIP protocol has been designed to address the
need to provide an efficient and secure network mobility
management solution for ITS scenarios. The main goal of
the protocol is to ensure security support for the network
mobility management process and also for the end-to-end
data exchange. In addition, efficiency in terms of signal-
ing cost is also achieved using the NeMHIP protocol.
The basis of the NeMHIP protocol has been published
in [10]. In [11], we presented the design goals and pro-
cedures of the protocol and evaluate the performance of
user applications. This article completes the work already
published, since it describes efficiency-related aspects of
the protocol modeling them analytically and compares our
approach with other solutions proposed in the literature,
positioning our contributions.

The NeMHIP integrates within a single framework the
mobility management of the entire network and the end-
to-end security properties. To do so, in NeMHIP the MR
is in charge of both managing the mobility and initi-
ating a procedure to rekey the end-to-end associations
when necessary, but without needing end-to-end signal-
ing exchanges. Therefore, NeMHIP has the same advan-
tages as a solution based on the delegation of signaling
rights. However, since it is not based on the concept of
delegation of signaling rights, it mitigates the security vul-
nerabilities of this approach. In other words, the NeMHIP
protocol does not introduce any security vulnerabilities
but provides the same advantages as a solution based on
the delegation of signaling rights.
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3.1 NeMHIP procedures
In this section, we present the core procedures defined by
the NeMHIP protocol: the NeMHIP Association Estab-
lishment and the NeMHIP Association Update.

3.1.1 NeMHIP association establishment
It should be pointed out that as a previous step in estab-
lishing a NeMHIP association between a node on the
Internet (CN) and a node in a mobile network (MNN),
these MNNs should be reachable from the Internet. The
ability to reach MNNs is the result of registering them
with a RendezVous Server (RVS), which stores their iden-
tifier and location information. Further details on the
registration process can be found in our previous work
[12]. In describing the two core procedures mentioned
above (NeMHIP Association Establishment and Update),
we assume that the MNNs are already registered with
the RVS.

When an onboard node (MNN) wishes to commu-
nicate securely with a node on the Internet (CN) or
vice versa, a NeMHIP association must be established.
The case in which a CN initiates the communication
is more challenging because it must know the location
of the MNN beforehand. This case is described next.
With the goal of clarifying the description of packets
defined by the NeMHIP protocol, Table 1 shows the nota-
tion and terminology used in the definition of exchanged
packets.

A NeMHIP association is initiated by an I1 packet
sent by the CN to the RVS with the source and destina-
tion identifiers (HIT.CN and HIT.MNN), respectively. The
RVS intercepts this I1 packet and checks for the destina-
tion IP address (IP.MNN) to route the packet to the MNN.
The RVS knows that the MNN is located in a mobile net-
work because the identifier of the MR (HIT.MR) is stored
with the identifier of the MNN (HIT.MNN) and its loca-
tor. With this information, the RVS generates an I1′ packet
including the identifier of the MR there in.

Once the NeMHIP association has been triggered with
the I1 and I1′ packets, a double authenticated DH
exchange is conducted between the MR and CN in packets
R1′, I2′, and R2′′. This double authenticated DH exchange
is the most significant procedure of NeMHIP because it
is needed to agree upon independent and different keying
material between the MNN and the CN and between the
MR and the CN. Hence, the fields required by the authen-
ticated DH are included in these packets. In addition, a
challenge–response procedure is included to protect the
responder from denial-of-service attacks. To this end, the
MNN and the MR challenge the CN with independent
puzzles. That is, upon complexion of the NeMHIP associ-
ation establishment process, two independent and parallel
SAs are established, one between the MR and the CN that
is used to protect mobility management messages and the

Table 1 Exchanged parameters

Parameter Meaning

HITnode Host Identity Tag of entity node, i.e.
Hash(Host Identity)

g Diffie Hellman primitive root

gX gX modulus p, where p is a prime number

HIPtrans Supported HIP cryptographic suite (AES-CBC
with HMAC-SHA1)

ESPtrans Supported ESP cryptographic suite (AES-CBC
with HMAC-SHA1)

puzzlenode Cryptographic challenge introduced by
entity node

solnode Solution of the puzzle introduced by entity
node

ESPINFOnode1,node2 Security Parameter Index (SPI) value and key-
ing material index

to be used between node1 and node2

K+
node Public key of the entity node

K−
node Private key of the entity node

Knode1,node2e Encryption key shared between entities
node1 and node2

Knode1,node2i Integrity key shared between entities node1
and node2

Knode1,node2i Integrity or encryption key shared between
entities node1 and node2

m Refers to the message over which the HMAC
is computed, i.e., all the packet

except the HMAC parameter itself and the
parameters that follow it

HMAC(Knode1,node2i |m) Hashed Message Authentication Code

LOCATOR New IP address where the mobile network is
reachable

SEQ Sequence Number

N Nonce

ECHO(N) The echo of the received nonce

other between the MNN and the CN, to protect user data
messages.

Figure 2 shows the packets exchanged in establishing
a NeMHIP Association when the CN initiates the com-
munication. Table 2 details the format of the packets
exchanged during NeMHIP Association Establishment.

Upon completion of the NeMHIP Association Estab-
lishment exchange, the MNN shares keying material with
the CN, while the MR also shares keying material with
the CN. It should be noted that both keying materials
are unknown to each other and the CN treats them as
independent keying materials. Encryption and integrity
protection keys are derived from these keying materials
based on an index selected by the involved parties. That
is, although the MR takes part in the NeMHIP Associa-
tion Establishment the CN agrees on a set of keys with the
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Figure 2 NeMHIP association establishment.
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Table 2 Definition of the packets exchanged during
NeMHIP association establishment

Packet Direction Fields

I1 CN → RVS HITMNN , HITCN

I1’ RVS → MR HITMR ,HITCN ,HITMNN ,HITCN

I1 MR → MNN HITMNN , HITCN

R1 MNN → MR {HITCN , HITMNN , puzzleCN , gY , HIPtransCN ,

K+
MNN}K−

MNN

R1′
MR → CN {HITCN , HITMR , {HITCN , HITMNN , puzzleCN , gY

HIPtransCN , K+
MNN}K−

MNN puzzleMR , gX , HIPtransMR ,

K+
MR}K−

MR {{HITMR , HITCN , HITMNN , HITCN ,

I2′ CN → MR

solMNN , gW ,

HIPtransCN , {ESPINFOCN,MNN }KCN,MNNe
,

HMAC(KCN,MNNi |m)}K−
CN , {solMR , gZ , HIPtransCN ,

ESPINFOCN,MR , ESPtransMNN , ESPINFOCN,MNN ,

HMAC(KCN,MRi |m)}KCN,MRe
}K−

CN {HITMNN , HITCN ,

I2 MR → MNN

{solMNN , gW ,

HIPtransCN , ESPtransMNN {ESPINFOCN,MNN }KCN,MNNe
,

HMAC(KCN,MNNi |m)}K−
CN }K−

MR

R2’ MNN → MR
{HITCN , HITMNN , {ESPINFOCN,MNN ,

HMAC(KCN,MNNi |m)}KCN,MNN e
, ESPINFOCN,MNN ,

HMAC(KMR,MNNi |ESPINFOCN,MNN )}K−
MNN

R2” MR →CN

{HITMR , HITCN , HITCN , HITMNN , {ESPINFOCN,MNN ,

HMAC(KCN,MNNi |m)}KCN,MNN e
, NAT ESPINFO ,

HMAC(KCN,MRi |m)}K−
MR

MNN, and another set of keys with the MR, so end-to-end
integrity and confidentiality are ensured.

From this point, data are exchanged securely between
the MNN and the CN using IPsec ESP.

3.1.2 NeMHIP association update
In the same way as the base HIP protocol, NeMHIP also
includes a procedure to update the established NeMHIP
associations. The procedure defined for doing so is pre-
sented next.

It should be noted that a NeMHIP association is estab-
lished between a CN and an MNN. As these nodes share
a security context, either of them can request an associa-
tion update when necessary. Furthermore, mobility events
due to the movement of the mobile network also result in
updating NeMHIP associations. In this case, the MR is the
node initiating the update process because it is in charge
of managing the mobility of the entire network. Therefore,
apart from the CN and the MNN, the MR can also trigger
a NeMHIP Association Update. Moreover, since updates
triggered by the MR are more critical because commu-
nication continuity is at stake, we focus on them in this
section.

To maintain ongoing communications, mobility events
that result in changing the point of attachment to the
Internet must be notified to the CNs that are communi-
cating with the MNNs. Furthermore, the new location of
the mobile network has to be updated in the RVS to ensure
that the MNNs continue to be reachable. As previously
mentioned, the established associations should be rekeyed
when a mobility event occurs. Therefore, the MR should
not only inform the CN of its new location, but also of
the new index to derive new keys. At the same time, the
MR informs the MNN of the new index that it should use
to derive new end-to-end keys. In this way, there is no
need to exchange end-to-end signalling messages between
the MNN and the CN to update the NeMHIP associa-
tion. Through this notification, the MNN and the CN both
have the keying material index synchronized and data can
be exchanged in a protected manner using the new keys.
This procedure is possible because the MR is aware of
the selected indexes exchanged in the NeMHIP Associ-
ation Establishment process. Figure 3 shows the update
signaling during a handover by the mobile network.

Details of the packet formats are given in Table 3.
It should be noted that in the update process between

the MR and the MNN, two messages are exchanged
(NOTIFY UPDATE) and (NOTIFY UPDATEACK ), while
the update process between the MR and the CN requires
three messages. This is because in the update process
between the MR and the CN, the new IP address to be
used is provided. This notification demands verification of
the IP address, which is conducted in messages UPDATE2
and UPDATE3 by means of a nonce-echoing procedure.
However, the new IP address is not sent to the MNN; thus,
no verification is required. Therefore, only two messages
are exchanged instead of the three between the MNN and
the MR.

3.2 Security properties of NeMHIP
In this section, we briefly introduce the security properties
of our protocol.

NeMHIP has been designed with the goal of provid-
ing a complete security framework for communications
in ITS scenarios. However, it is common to have penal-
izations in the efficiency as a result of including security
features. Therefore, in this study, we have considered
these concerns when designing the strategy to introduce
security aspects to the protocol. In fact, the NeMHIP
protocol ensures security properties not only to the end-
to-end data exchanges, but also to the network mobility
management message exchanges.

In our approach, we have integrated the mobility man-
agement of the entire network and the end-to-end security
provisioning functionalities in a single framework. By
doing so, we ensure the same advantages as a delegation
of signaling rights approach while avoiding the security
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Figure 3 NeMHIP association update.

vulnerabilities of such an approach. To this end, in our net-
work mobility management protocol, the MR is in charge
of managing the mobility of the entire network and it is
also in charge of agreeing the end-to-end keys on behalf of
the MNNs when mobility events take place.

More specifically, and taking into account that NeMHIP
has been developed based on the HIP protocol, its basic

Table 3 Definition of the packets exchanged in a NeMHIP
association update

Packet Direction Fields

NOTIFY UPDATE MR → MNN
{{ESPINFOCN,MNN , N,

HMAC(KMR,MNNi|m}KMR,MNN e
}K−

MR

NOTIFY UPDATEACK MNN → MR
{{ESPINFOCN,MNN , ECHO(N), ACK ,

HMAC(KMR,MNNi|m)}KMR,MNN e
}K−

MNN

UPDATE1 MR → CN
{LOCATOR, {ESPINFOCN,MNN , SEQ,

HMAC(KMR,CNi|m)}KMR,CN e
}K−

MR

UPDATE2 CN → MR
{LOCATOR, {ESPINFOCN,MNN , ACK , SEQ, N,

HMAC(KMR,CNi|m)}KMR,CN e
}K−

CN

UPDATE3 MR → CN
{ACK , {ECHO(N),

HMAC(KMR,CNi|m)}KMR,CN e
}K−

MR

goal can be expressed as follows: the protocol must not
introduce security vulnerabilities to the network mobility
management compared to the HIP protocol. Two addi-
tional security goals have been defined.

• The protocol must provide end-to-end security
properties for user data services. User data exchanges
between the MNN and the CN should be provided
with mutual authentication, confidentiality, and
integrity protection.

• The protocol must avoid the security vulnerabilities
of a delegation of signaling right approach, despite
being the MR in charge of managing the mobility of
the entire network.

Further details on the security features are out of the
scope of this article.

Regarding the efficiency of the protocol, we have defined
that the protocol must ensure the advantages of a dele-
gation of signaling rights approach. That is, the signaling
overhead should be reduced, the signaling path should be
optimized and the manageability of the solution should be
increased.
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Those considerations can be summarized stating that
the security vulnerabilities of the delegation of signaling
rights strategy should not be solved worsening the man-
ageability and increasing the signalling overhead, but the
advantages of delegating signaling rights have to be main-
tained. This way, efficiency and security can be provided
simultaneously.

4 Analytical signaling cost evaluation
As mentioned, protocols and procedures to be introduced
in the ITS context have to be efficient. Because of that, this
section presents an analysis conducted over the NeMHIP
protocol for evaluating its efficiency in terms of signaling
cost under different conditions. Moreover, since wireless
access links are used in a network mobility scenario, the
amount of signaling transmitted over these links is con-
sidered a good parameter for evaluating the efficiency of
the signaling protocol. We have defined a mathematical
model to compute the signaling cost of NeMHIP, mea-
sured in bytes per time unit, and have compared it with
the most complete network mobility management solu-
tion based on HIP built over the delegation of signaling
rights paradigm, that is HIP-NEMO [4].

In general terms, the total signaling cost per unit time
for a generic HIP-based network mobility protocol con-
sists of �SA, �UPDATEMR , and �UPDATEMNN , where �SA is
the total signaling cost per unit time of establishing the
HIP associations; �UPDATEMR is the signaling cost per unit
time of the network mobility management process when
the MR changes its point of attachment; and �UPDATEMNN
is the signaling cost per unit time generated by the MNN
when it requests an update of its associations, commonly
due to rekeying needs.

4.1 Model assumptions
The overall signaling cost generated in a cell per unit time
is computed under the assumption that all the incom-
ing requests are served, that is, we assume that the cell
is not overloaded. In addition, we assume that there is an
equilibrium between the arrivals and departures of mobile
networks in the cell. In fact, we denote the number of

mobile networks in the cell by M, while the number of
MNNs per mobile network is represented by NMNN .

To model the time a mobile network remains in a cell,
we assume that the cell residence time is an exponentially
distributed variable with mean value 1/ηMR. Moreover, to
compute the cell crossing rate, we use the City Section
Model (CSM) [13] as the mobility model because it is a
demanding model compared to other models such as the
train mobility model.

Whenever an application running on a CN requests
communication with an MNN with whom no previous
association exists, establishment of a NeMHIP associa-
tion is initiated. To model this connection query arrival
process for each MNN, we assume a Poisson process
with average session arrival rate represented by λSA. We
assume that the duration of an established NeMHIP asso-
ciation is also an exponentially distributed variable, with
mean value 1/μd.

MNNs can also themselves initiate requests for updat-
ing NeMHIP associations. Since these requests are typi-
cally related to rekeying necessities, they can be triggered
according to the length of the keys, their usage time, the
security needs of the application, the trust level of the
peer, etc. Consequently, we assume that the requests by
MNNs for updating associations follow a Poisson pro-
cess. Therefore, the time elapsed between two consecutive
NeMHIP association updates requested by a single MNN
is an exponentially distributed variable with mean value
1/ηMNN .

Figure 4 illustrates the timing diagram considered in this
study.

4.2 Analytical model description
When a certain mobile network enters a cell, all the previ-
ously established NeMHIP associations must be updated.
At the same time, new NeMHIP association requests can
be initiated during the cell residence time of the mobile
network. Therefore, following the equilibrium assump-
tion between arrivals and departures in the cell, the
average number of subsessions, defined as a part of a ses-
sion within the same cell, is computed as the sum of

Figure 4 Timing diagram.
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the average number of NeMHIP associations handed over
and the number of new NeMHIP associations generated,
NMNN MλSA:

λHO = ηMR
μd

NMNN MλSA (1)

MNNs can also at their own initiative request that the
established NeMHIP associations be updated. As previ-
ously mentioned, these requests can result from rekeying
needs dependent on various issues. The expression for
modeling this behavior is given by the following formula,
where the average number of NeMHIP association update
requests sent by the MNNs is computed as

λMNNupdate = ηMNN
μd

NMNN MλSA (2)

In the same way, the average number of mobile network
handovers is computed as

λHONEMO = ηMR
μd

MλSA (3)

Using the expressions given above, we now show the for-
mulas for computing the different contributors to the total
signaling cost per unit time over the wireless link

�SA = (SI1′ + SR1′ + SI2′ + SR2′′)NMNN MλSA (4)
�UPDATEMR−CN = (SU1 + SU2 + SU3)λHO (5)

�UPDATEMNN = (SU1 + SU2 + SU3)λMNNupdate (6)

where Sx denotes the size in Bytes of the various
exchanged packets, and x denotes the packet type.

When a mobile network changes its point of attach-
ment, apart from updating all the established NeMHIP
associations, its location must also be updated in the RVS.
This update takes place regardless of whether there are
established associations. Since the session arrival process
follows a Poisson distribution, the probability of having
k sessions in the mobile network when a handover takes
place is obtained using the following equation:

Prk = (
NMNN λSA

μd
)k

k!
e−(

NMNN λSA
μd

) (7)

Therefore, since the MR updates its location in the RVS
even if no NeMHIP associations have been established
(k = 0), the signaling cost per unit time generated by the
update of the location in the RVS by the MR is expressed
as

�UPDATEMR−RVS =(SU1+SU2+SU3)λHONEMO e−(
NMNN λSA

μd
)

(8)

Now, the total signaling cost per unit time over the
wireless access link is defined as

�NEMO = �UPDATEMR−RVS + �SA + �UPDATEMR−CN

+�UPDATEMNN (9)

The analytical model for HIP–NEMO is the same as that
obtained for NeMHIP, but the packet sizes of the HIP–
NEMO association establishment vary.

4.3 Analytical results
In computing the results we considered the following
parameters: rNEMOaccess = 500 m, to model a realistic cov-
erage area of IEEE 802.11 technology. In the evaluation we
assumed that the mobile network moves at a maximum
speed of 110 km/h and a minimum of 20 km/h, and thus,
following the CSM mobility model, with the given cell
radius, the mobile network hands over every 4.722 min.
Furthermore, we assumed that there were 50 mobile net-
works on average in the cell, M = 50. To define NeMHIP
packet sizes, we assumed that mandatory cryptographic
suites were implemented in the nodes. Therefore, packet
sizes were as follows (Bytes): SI1′ = 80, SR1′ = 1300, SI2′ =
1704, SR2′ = 224, SR2′ ′ = 288, SU1 = 184, SU2 = 84,
SU3 = 88, SNOTIFYUPDATE = 1152, and SNOTIFYUPDATEACK

=
1056.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the signaling cost per
unit time for the NeMHIP and HIP–NEMO protocols for
different association request mean values, λSA, and differ-
ent numbers of MNNs in the mobile network. To compute
this signaling cost and analyze how both protocols oper-
ate under the same parameter configuration, we assumed
that the association update request rate for MNNs was the
same for both protocols. In this study, we considered that
the mean duration of a communication is 2 min, which
models a typical conversational communication, i.e., μd =
1/120s−1.

As expected, the higher the session arrival rate is, the
higher is the signaling cost over the wireless link. On
the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 5, the signaling
costs generated by the NeMHIP and HIP–NEMO proto-
cols differ by 8.7% with λSA = 0.01, which is considered
an unusual and pessimistic scenario with respect to the
association request rate. Nevertheless, this increase in the
signalling cost is considered to be negligible.

Next, we investigated the impact of the rekeying rate
requested by the MNN in the signaling cost over the
wireless link. In this case, as the HIP–NEMO protocol
does not solve the situation where rekeying coincides with
mobility, i.e., the MR is not in charge of rekeying the
end-to-end association when a mobility event takes place,
we assume that in the HIP–NEMO protocol the MNNs
request rekeying at their own initiative with a higher
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Figure 5 Signaling cost over the wireless access link. (a) Up to 10 MNNs onboard. (b) Up to 100 MNNs onboard.

frequency than in the NeMHIP protocol. This proce-
dure is assumed because the policy of rekeying should be
rapid enough to prevent vulnerabilities related to mobil-
ity events. The rationale behind this assumption is that
MNNs are oblivious to mobility. By assuming this behav-
ior, we can evaluate the performance of both protocols on
equal terms with respect to security support.

To study this scenario, we considered the following
cases with respect to the rate of update requests by MNNs.

• Case (1): ηMNNNeMHIP = 1/600 and
ηMNNHIP−NEMO = 1/120. This case models the
scenario where MNNs in the NeMHIP protocol
request rekeying the end-to-end NeMHIP association
every 10 min, while the MNNs in the HIP–NEMO
protocol do so every 2 min.

• Case (2): ηMNNNeMHIP = 1/1800 and
ηMNNHIP−NEMO = 1/360. This case models the
scenario where the MNNs in the NeMHIP protocol
request rekeying every 30 min, while those in the
HIP–NEMO protocol do so every 10 min.

• Case (3): ηMNNNeMHIP = 1/2400 and
ηMNNHIP−NEMO = 1/720. This case models the
scenario where the MNNs in the NeMHIP protocol
request rekeying the association every 40 min, while
those in the HIP–NEMO protocol do so every 12 min.

The values for the rekeying rates were selected based
on the mobile network handover rate (every 4.722 min),
which for the case of NeMHIP ensures that end-to-end
keys are renewed with that rate, while for the HIP–NEMO
protocol MNNs should request renewing the keys on their
own initiative to protect communications. In addition, the

duration of the communication was considered, for which
we assumed two cases: (1) the mean duration is 2 min
(μd = 1/120s−1), which as mentioned before, models a
typical conversational communication; and (2) the mean
duration is 80 min (μd = 1/4800s−1), which models a file
download.

As mentioned before, in the HIP–NEMO protocol, the
end-to-end associations are not rekeyed with the han-
dovers of the mobile network, and thus, MNNs have to
request rekeying at their own initiative. As a result, we
assumed that the rekeying rates of MNNs for HIP–NEMO
should at least be the same of the duration of the short-
est communication (case 1), so that it is secured, and in
all the cases higher than the rekeying rate of NeMHIP
(cases 2 and 3), to mitigate vulnerabilities related to mobil-
ity events. It should be pointed out that although we have
assumed a higher update frequency of MNNs in the HIP–
NEMO protocol, the end-to-end NeMHIP associations
are rekeyed more often compared with those of the HIP–
NEMO protocol owing to the cell crossing rate of the
mobile network. To compute the signaling costs λSA =
0.01 was assumed. Figure 6 shows the obtained results.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the signaling cost generated
by the HIP–NEMO solution is higher than that generated
by the NeMHIP solution. The difference between the costs
generated by these protocols increases from 2.1 to 16.61%
with the increase of the rekeying rates. In the same way,
the difference between the costs generated by the pro-
tocols is higher, varying from 45.67 to 73.47%, when the
mean duration of the communication (μd) is longer. This
is because the number of subsessions in a cell depends on
the mean duration of the communication, and thus, on the
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Figure 6 Signaling cost over the wireless access link for different MNN rekeying rates.

number of associations that have to be rekeyed. There-
fore, the NeMHIP protocol outperforms the HIP–NEMO
protocol in terms of signaling cost over the wireless link.

We also investigated the difference between signaling
costs of the NeMHIP and HIP–NEMO protocols when
a mobility event takes place and the MNNs happen to
request rekeying at the same precise instant. For doing so,
we considered a scenario where up to 100 MNNs have an
association established with up to 100 CNs.

Figure 7 shows that the signaling cost generated by
the HIP–NEMO protocol is 50% higher than that of the
NeMHIP protocol. This increase in signaling cost is the
result of the additional end-to-end updates required for
rekeying the communication between the MNN and the
CN to avoid packet discards due to the ESP anti-replay
protection. These end-to-end updates are not required in
the NeMHIP protocol.

It is interesting to point out that owing to the issues
that imply rekeying the end-to-end associations, a Pois-
son process was assumed to model the rekeying requests
of the MNNs. Depending on local policies, these requests
could be sent periodically and the process could be mod-
eled by a constant timer. Nevertheless, obtained results
would likely be very similar for both models.

In our study, we assumed a stationary situation, where
the mobile network arrivals and departures equal, and so,
the number of mobile networks in a cell remains con-
stant. To analyze the signaling cost for a varying number
of mobile networks, a study in the time domain should be
conducted. In addition, our model assumes that the cell
is not overloaded, which results in serving all the incom-
ing requests, i.e., exchanging all the required signaling to
assure the correct performance of the communications.

A study on a loaded cell would provide insight in the
impact of the signaling cost in the overall traffic, and on
the required prioritization policies. These aspects have to
be aligned with the specification of the number of onboard
nodes, number of mobile networks in the cell during a
certain period of time, generated traffic by each onboard
node, wireless access technology characteristics, and so
on, that will be covered in our future works.

On the other hand, the study relies on the CSM mobil-
ity model, which is focused on the behavior of vehicles in
a grid of streets, so the considered velocities are tight to
such scenario. Since the selected mobility model governs
the handover rate, changes in the model would vary the
results. As a consequence of this, in our future works we
plan to study the performance of the NeMHIP protocol
in other ITS contexts, such as motorways or high-speed
trains.

From the obtained results, we can conclude that when
both protocols implement the same security level, the
NeMHIP protocol is more efficient than the HIP–NEMO
protocol in terms of signaling cost owing to the integration
of the security and mobility management frameworks.
Consequently, allowing the MR to be in charge of updat-
ing the end-to-end keys whenever a mobility event occurs,
while ensuring end-to-end confidentiality and integrity,
results in an efficient solution for managing mobility
securely.

5 Conclusions
One of the main requirements that Information and
Communication Technologies should satisfy to be intro-
duced in the ITS context is efficiency. In fact, introducing
efficient and lightweight protocols will make easier the
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Figure 7 Signaling cost over the wireless access link when a mobility event takes place. (a) Connection duration = 2 min. (b)
Connection duration = 80 min.

fulfilment of the high performance requirements such as
the timeliness of messages, which is a critical parame-
ter in safety-oriented applications, and the satisfaction
of end user service quality expectations. Owing to these
aspects, the introduction of efficient solutions in the ITS
context leads to a successful deployment and penetration
of ITS technologies. Another important concern in the
ITS context is the provision of secure communications.
Protecting vehicle-to-infrastructure communications will
mitigate attacks that may affect the operation of the vehi-
cle, and consequently, will increase human safety. There-
fore, efficiency and security are critical issues that have to
be addressed by any solution to be successfully introduced
in the ITS context.

A vehicle in an ITS context is equipped with several
onboard nodes that demand connectivity to the out-
side network. Therefore, from a communications point
of view, a vehicle can be regarded as a mobile network
whose mobility has to be managed by means of network
mobility management protocols. This network mobility
management procedure should be efficient in terms of sig-
naling cost so as not to overload the wireless links used in

mobility scenarios such as in an ITS context. In addition,
it should not introduce security leaks or render security
measures useless.

Although the MIPv6-based NEMO BS protocol has
been adopted by standardization bodies, it has drawbacks,
such as suboptimal routing or an inadequate security level,
which must be overcome. As a result, alternative protocols
are also being considered for use in network mobility con-
texts. The most complete protocol covering these contexts
is the HIP, thanks to the security properties and optimal
routing it provides. In fact, solutions that consider HIP as
the base protocol have already been defined for addressing
network mobility contexts [4-6]. These solutions are based
on the concept of delegation of signaling rights. That is,
the established end-to-end SAs are managed by a delegate,
resulting in a known security vulnerability. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, no solution that simultaneously
ensures both efficiency and security support has been
released for managing network mobility in ITS scenarios.

In this article, we have presented the NeMHIP proto-
col, an efficient and secure HIP-based network mobility
management protocol. NeMHIP guarantees an adequate
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level of security to the end-to-end data exchanges between
nodes communicating to each other, as well as to signaling
message exchanges. At the same time, despite the intro-
duction of this security framework, NeMHIP constitutes
an efficient solution in terms of signaling cost over the
wireless link, thanks to the approach of letting the MR be
in charge of managing the end-to-end SAs and the mobil-
ity management at the same time. Despite NeMHIP is
not based on the delegation of signaling rights concept,
the manageability level is not penalized compared to the
solutions that are built over this concept.

Moreover, we evaluated the efficiency in terms of sig-
naling cost of the NeMHIP protocol through analytical
modeling, and verified that, with respect to signaling on
equal terms of security support, NeMHIP is more effi-
cient than HIP–NEMO [4], hitherto the most complete
solution that makes use of delegation of signaling rights.
Therefore, we can confirm that the manageability level of
an approach based on delegation of signaling rights is not
only maintained, but also in fact it is enhanced.

In conclusion, the NeMHIP protocol is a secure network
mobility management solution, because it avoids the vul-
nerabilities of the delegation of signaling rights paradigm,
and it ensures confidentiality and integrity protection for
end-to-end data. Regarding efficiency, the signaling cost
of NeMHIP transmitted over a wireless link is comparable
to and even better in certain scenarios, than that of a net-
work mobility management solution using delegation of
signaling rights, and thus, NeMHIP is a suitable solution
for the ITS context. The NeMHIP protocol is to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, the only efficient solution that
also guarantees security for managing network mobility in
ITS scenarios.
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